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AMBIENT-NOISE PREDICTION

VOLUME 2 - MODEL EVALUATION
WITH IOMEDEX DATA

[Unclassified Title]

INTRODUCTION

(C) This report presents the results of a test of the NRL low-freqiuency ambient-
noise rr odel, discussed in the first volume (cited on the inside front cover). The test uses
thp results of IOMEDEX, an experiment embodying the measurement of omnidirectional
ambient noise at 'ow frequency (20 to 300 Hz), transmission loss, and the simultane-
ous ship survey of the Ionian Sea. The IOMEDEX ship survey together with the
transmission-loss data have been used to compute time series of ambient noise levels for
comparison with those measured.

(U) Ambient noise arising from a finite set of discrete sources may be computed
from knowledge of the source level and transmission loss from each source to the re-
ceiver. Ship length, speed, and type of propulsion determine source levels versus fre-
quency for merchant ships t1,21. This information may be obtained either by survey
or from archives. Transmission loss depends on the environment, the range from each
source to the receiver, and the receiver depth. The transmission-loss field about a re-
ceiver can be mapped by a combination of measurement and calculation, so that if ranges
are specified and the receiver depth is known, the transmission loss from each source to
the receiver may be determined. Ranges can be obtained by survey or from archival
shipping distributions. Thus there are three alternatives for inputs to the model: archives
for shipping and environmental data (to calculate transmission loss), a survey for shipping
and measurement of transmission loss, and a combination of the previous two. For this
test of the NRL point-source ambient-noise model, we have chosen a ship survey and
transmission-loss measurement as inputs.

(U) A demanding test of the model is the comparison between a dynamic (time
varying) ambient-noise calculation and the corresponding measured time series. Accord-
ingly, in the present model evaluation a 12-hour segment of ambient noise data taken
simultaneously at five receiver depths was selected to coincide with the most comprehen-
sive shipping survey made during Project IOMEDEX on 14 November 1971 [31 for time-
series comparison of measured and predicted ambient noise. Also, this portion of data
was compared to the results of a statistical noise calculation to determine the relative
significance of errors in shipping data and transmission-loss data used in the calculation.
Results of these model tests show that ambient noise generated primarily by surface
shipping in the Mediterranean Sea can be computed for the omnidirectional case to an
accuracy limited only by the accuracy of the input shipping and transmission-loss data.
Extensions to other geographical areas will be discussed.

Note: Manuscript submitted April 12, 1974.
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COMPUTED NOISE VERSUS MEASURED NOISE

Approach

(U) The approach to the experiment is as follows. Locations of the surface ships
(sources of noise) are determined from shipping surveys and carefully catalogued to avoid
duplication. Along with the locations is included information such as couTse, speed,
length, and type of ship. The transmission-loss field to surface sources from the receiver
is mapped using both measured values and values computed by Fleet Numerical Weather
Central (FNWC) for each receiver depth. Transmission loss from each ship as it moves
with time through the transmission-loss field may then be determined. The ambient
noise level is computed as a function of time so that its time series may be compared
directly with that of the measured noise. Individual ships (source points) are listed in
order of decreasing importance determined by the calculation. Dominant factors about
the computation are determined from this list and from the time series of the computed
nolSe.

(U) Small changes in the shipping distribution are made to insure that the computed
values of ambient noise are not overly sensitive to such changes. The magnitudes of the
changes are compared to the expected uncertainties computed for the Project IOMEUJEX
situation to show the essential stability of the result.

'The Experimeat

. . .(C) rhree ambient-noise buoys (ANB) deployed at station C (Fig. 1 provided con-
tinuous ambient-noise data for five days simultaneously at hydrophone depths of 135,
ii615, 1115, 23-75, and 2650 meters. A sound-sp•ed profile for the area is shown in Fig. 2.
A 125-11z projector was towed at a depth of 152 meters along the track toward andaway from station C shown in Fig. 1, between I OOOZ t d 2000Z on 13 November 1971.

1This track provides tranismission loss toward the princip.a shipping lave, where most of
the noise is expected to originate. On 14 November 1971 an extensive survey by four
aircraft provided the best shipping information during IOMEI)EX. Thus 1-1 November
was cho.wn for the test of the ambient.noire model. The accuracy of the acou.4tic data

in this model test is: • 1.0 d(i. t2 minutes, nd 0.2 n.u. Fu detail the
experimient and its results may be found in ReGs. 3 and 4.

Utesults of th, Model Test

(C) For this initial test azimuthal •sotropy of the transmi•sion.lots field was assuned.
Tram •uiicion.lo!s data south of station C was used. Also. tran,•nmion loss at 50 liz, the
frequency of the molel test. was taken to be the same as at 125 liz 141. Ambient loise
levOLs were calculated each 10 nainutes from OlIO0Z to 1800.Z accoiding to the method

tdecribed in the first volume. In Fig. 3 the,, leveLs are compared with experimental
values that were power.averaged for 2 miniutes each 10 minutes hrough a 1!3-octave
filter cesitered at 50 itz.

CONFIDENTIAL 2
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(C) Table~ I
M4ean Differe'nce

1Iydropon Differen~ce
IWpth

135
615 -2.3

1115 - 1.7
2,375 45.7

Mo5 *4.6
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(C) Fig. 3-Ambient-noise time series, computed (line) and measured (squares), for five hydrophone depths.
The histograms give the measured distributions in a 2-dB class interval.
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(C) It might be expected that a calculated ambient-noise time serie3 would lack the
variability of a measured one because of factors not taken into account in the calculation.
Figures 3 and .1 indicate that this effect is not pronounced. The standard deviations u
are 1.4 to 1.7 dB for the experimental values, whereas 1.0 ttL o < 1.2 dB for the calcu-
lated valus. Table 2 shows that, at 50 Hz, most of the noise at a given instant arises
from only a few ships. Thus the fluctuations in the experimental time series of the upper
two hydrophones s'ýow, in Fig. 3 are probably due either to propagation conditions dif.
ferent from those used in this comoutation or to anisotropic radiation from one or a few
of the principal noise contributors; of the seven principal contributors which are r:.pon-
sible for 50% of the noise power, four were north of station C. The fluctuations near
the end of the calculated time series on the other hand were due to a dead-reckoned
transit of an aircraft (warier near the hydrophones; the track for this transit was prohbbly
in error owing to the carrier's maneuvering.

(C) Table 2
Contribution to the Computed Noise

Power at 50 l1z

I" (1Co mpued
( 1pNoise

I Power No. of Spectrum
•. %)Ships L'evel

S(d B/Ip Pa)

25 1 8,3.450 7 l K1.9

S75 ..1 81.8

100 211I 89.0

CALCULATIONS OF AMIIUNT' NO•SE LEVELS
l• IThe Model

-U) JU wwl dis-4cgtse 2nd dortusineted in the firAt volume. a %et of digital computer
Irranis has b1U n-f1 writt*ti to model the amhi iit-tlomtw field arising from ,hip traffic in
tirme an&i spale. The olatjor inps to the'se, irorams are shipping-furvey and tran.imstwn-

lose data. The pr, tants take Utm input data and compute (1w amitent notsw by

Al 10 to, • 1 0 tSI'rj)l)O

where r.-Tmr to xhips and j to tUme and where all quantitie io d(l are boklfaced

W! The unique features of this amb tnL nowsmm odet are as. follow,.:

. A twodinenimmonml ,ntrpodawttn .-chel e for trarv-momon loss- | us.e s a C f-

formal mappirng ,, avods Iprohlems inherent m intepolatirng data by
cubic plines.
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0 Ships are dead-reckoned using Mercator sailing [51 to produce a time
history of ambient noise.

I The contribution of each ship is determined, then ranked so that the prin-
cipal contributors to the ambient noise are quantitatively identified.

"* The order of the calculation permits efficient multiple hydrophone and
frequency computation using a single shiplist by using disk storage for the
multidimensional transmission-loss field.

* Uncertainties (errors) in the calculation arising from multiple uncertainties
in shipping and transmission loss are analyzed.

Ship Survey Data

(U) Station C (Fig. 1) is sufficiently far from the principal Mediterranean shipping
lane that ships pass near the hydrophones infrequently. Thus it provides a location for
taking acoustic measurements which is comparatively insensitive to shipping-survey ob-
servation errors. It is unlikely that every ship was spotted, and it is possible for the same
ship to have been sighted again as a new ship by the same or different aircraft. Because
of the limited capabilities of the sighting aircraft these data tend in addition to be in-
complete. For example some of the Ghips' lengths and speeds and/or courses ma, be un-
known. As seen in Table 2, however, underestimating the number of ships in a given area
will not lead to a significant chenge in the ambient noise levels, provided that the "most
important" ships have been sighted. Characteristic of this phenomenon is that a few big
ships contribute most of the noise and the average ship contributes little.

(U) The programs for predicting ambient noise were designed to accommodate either
detailed traffic data such as were obtained during IOMEDEX or archival data such as the
average number of ships per 10 square. Detailed 1OMEDEX survey data have been used
to generate the time histories of noise as shown in Fig. 3, whereas archival data clearly
are not suitable for that puroose. For IOMEDEX one to four aircraft surveyed the ship-
ping. Estimates were mrde of the latitude, longitude, course, speed, time of sighting,
type, name, and length of as many ships as possible within predesignated deep-water areas
and straits in the Ionian Sea. For the ships whose speed or length was not found during
the survey, the computer program dete.mines the average speed and length of the ships
for which estimates were made and assigns these average values to the ships having un-
known lengths and speeds. If a ship's course is unknown, the program uses a uniform
random number to generate a course. The procedure used in determining the speed and
course from multiple sightings of the same ship is discussed in the first volume.

Ship Source Levels

(C) The ith ship's source level S(f, Li, si) is approximated as discussed by Ross and
Alvarez [11 with the exception that the coefficient of the seond term has been changed
from 50 to 60 as suggested by supporting data [6,71:

CONFIDENTIAL
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S(f,Li, si) N0 (f) + 60 log + 20 log (k , (2)

where N0(f) is a frequency-dependent factor which was approximated by interpolating
over the set of experimentally determined values given in Ref. 1; in this study N0 (50) =

158 dB//YPa.

Error Analysis

(U) The computation error E resulting from measurement errors in many input
variables may be discussed independently of the computation itself. In this case a Monte
Carlo method was applied to each of the independent variables for the approprite num-
ber of ships, these errors being propagated through the calculation. The final error was
derived from an average of 16 individual ;Eses taken over an 8-hour time interval, follow-
"ing numerical convergence tests; details of the Monte Carlo program -"nd error analysis
are given in tl-. first volume.

(C) A snipping density within an area typical of the Ionian Sea was chosen, along
with characteristics typical nf the ships found there. Observation errors were ascigned to
the IOMEDEX shipping survey (Table 3). At 50 Hz the Monte Carlo method gave a re-
sulting noise level of 89.5 ± 1.2 dB//pPa for the hydrophone at 135 meters. The error

S1.2 dB is cncouragingly small. To see if a significantly different shipping density

- I (U) Table 3
Input Data for Computing Errors • in Noise

256 ships in 2.83X 105 n.mi. 2  shipping density of 1 ship per 1100 n.mi.

Course: mi, uniformly distributed

Speed: s, normally disuibuted about 15 knots

o, 3 kt

tLength: L:, normally distributed about 400 ft

01, 50 ft

Source level: Si, according to Eq. (2), with normal fluctuations

4 CIB

Transsmsmion loss: l1ri, with normal fluctuaUons+0o", 5 dB

Position: Uniformly distributed, 15 < ri 4 300 n~mi.

or 2 n.mi.

Sighting time: All at t 0 with normal fluctuations

Of I min

9 CONFIDENTIAL
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would give rise to a different value of L, another case was run: 128 ships inside a 1000-
n.mi. radius. This case corresponds more closely to shipping in the Atlantic Ocean and
yielded a 50-Hz noise level of 82.2 t 2.0 dB/IpPa. This error is still tolerable, but i. must
be emphasized that the uncertainties a assumed in Table 3 require a good knowledge of
the shipping.

(U, To test the sensitivity of the error , to specific input uncertainties, E: was com-
puted for a number of sets of input variables having uncertainties other than that set
shown in Table 3. In Table 4 are shown the computational results of finding ý- when all
input data except for the varied parameter are "standard" (as given by Table 3). Shown
in the colu,np.s -it th :-;,ght arc the residts f, from given vaiied paraineters with other
parameters held fixed at their "standard" values.

(U) Table 41
Variability of the Error E With a Parameter

("Standard" Noise Spectrum Level -6 89.5 ± 1.2 dB//p Pa)

Error for

Varied Value
of the Given" m "Standard" Varied Parameter and

Value Values "Standard"
Values of the

Other Parameters

(dBB)
i s 15 knots 10 knots 1.9

20 knots 1.1

L 400 ft 100 ft 1-5
200 ft 1.1
800 ft 1.3

a5  3 knots 0 knots 1.0
-1. knots 1.2

6 knots 1.7

-. 50 ft 25 ft 1.2
100 ft 1.2

5, 10" 1.1
200 1.3

• S4 dB 2) %1 1.0
4dl4 2dl 2.

5 dBd 2.1 0.8
-- ,.____B2510 dB 2.5

CONFIDENTIAL 10
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(U) The effects of both better and poorer shipping-survey information than that
taken during IOMEDEX may be seen in the table. From the fourth column it is apparent
that there is a residual error of about 1 dB (fr'r 256 ships in 2.83X 105 n.mi. 2 ) in the
ambient noise one might try to compute. On the other hand, even if relatively large
errors are inherent in the shipping survey, computed values of average ambient noise
should be within 2.5 dB of the true omnidireeLional measured average value. The domi-
nant influence of as and a7' overshadows other trends in this sensitivity test.

(U) The Monte Carlo result of 89.5 ± 1.2 dB//,uPa may be compared with the mean
experimental value for the 135-meter hydrophone during the 12-hour test interval of
88.1 ± 1.7 dB//pPa and the mean computed value for that period: 88.9 ± 1.0 dB///iPa.
These three values agree quite closely, suggesting that the Monte Carlo method can be
used to compute errors _.

DISCUSSION

Use of the Model

(U) In the first volume the following assumptions underlying the computational
method were discussed and qualified:

Ambient noise for 20 < f 4 120 Hz is due primarily to shipping, and a
single expression, Eq. (2), may be used to describe the radiated noise in
this frequency band from all ships.

" The positions, speeds, and lengths of all ships in a given acoustic province
can be adequately determined by survey.

"* For computing 1/3-octave, omnidirectional ambient noise, the transmission-
loss field about a receiver can be adequately determined by measurement.

Station C (Fig. 1) is sufficiently removed from the high-density shipping lanes, and is not
on the basin's edge, so that the noise power level defined by Eq. (1) is averaged over
many ships. Otherwise the preceding assumptions would not be justified.

(U) The rigorous application of Eq. (1) to a specific case is laborious; if an average
ambient noise level is desired, in lieu of a time series, a statistical method of computa-
tion may be preferable. Such a computer program was found to give good results in this
case of high shipping density.

Conclusions of the Model Test

(C) The purpose of the test was to evaluate the basic concepts of the method of
computing ambient noise used at FNWC. The following conclusions have been shown,
subject to the preceding assumptions:

* In areas of high shipping density the method of computing ambient noise
from known shipping and transmission-loss data is valid.

11 CONFIDENTIAL
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* Errors in such a calculation depend on the many individual observational
errors and amount to an expected error of about 1.2 dB in this test. This
error increases with a decrease in shipping density.

* The transmission-loss field may be assumed to be azimuthally isotropic,
except when the acoustic energy from noise sources interacts strongly

r with the bottom.

* Since expected errors are almost as large as the noise fluctuations, a Monte
Carlo method of forecasting noise, easy to implement and yielding compact
results, is as reliable as the more laborious method used by FNWC.

Recommendations

(C) The following extensions of the model should be considered:

• The model could be expanded to give reasonable predictions for frequen-
cies other than 50 Hz. Also the model could be extended to handle line,
planar, and volume sources of sound. In particular one could provide for
the surface noise generated by winds and deep-ocean noise generated by
currents, biological life, and geophysical events both discrete and continuous.

. The model can be used to predict features of ambient noise such as hori-
zontal (azimuthal) directionality in lieu of undertaking costly measurement
programs using TASS for example. Since, whenever hydrophones must be
placed near shipping lanes such as in the Ionian Sea, the horizontal direc.
tionality of noise is so strongly dependent on the location of the TASS
vessel with respect to the dense sources of shipping, noise forecasting
offers a cost.effective means. However, as discussed in the first volume,
ambient noise in a narrow beam and in a narrow bandwidth cannot be
reliably predicted because of large errors in both radiated noise levels and
transmission loss over a small number of sources.

-.• Because the water depth for the data reported by Ross and Alvarez Ill
was only 19 meters, source levels are biased to the low side for frequen.
cies below about 100 Ilz [81. Furthermore ship characteristics have
changed somewhat, and a new class of merclhnt ships - sulpertankers -
has emerged. Therefore additional radiated noise measurements "are needed
to provide impnroved source-level expressions.

° • The source level, Eq. (2). can be extended to take into account ship type
(cruiser, tugboat, etc.) and other pertinent ship parameters. A directory
of characteristics of knewn ships, by name or class, could be developed
to augment the information gathered by sightings. Theoretical models
predicting the amount of noise expected from a ship having certain visible
characteristics could be developed and compared with experimental meas-
urements to improve our understanding of expresions such as Eq. (2).

"CONFIDENTIAL 12
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